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A History of Pagan Europe

2013-10-11

the first comprehensive study of its kind this fully illustrated book establishes paganism as a persistent force
in european history with a profound influence on modern thinking from the serpent goddesses of ancient crete to
modern nature worship and the restoration of the indigenous religions of eastern europe this wide ranging book
offers a rewarding new perspective of european history in this definitive study prudence jones and nigel pennick
draw together the fragmented sources of europe s native religions and establish the coherence and continuity
of the pagan world vision exploring paganism as it developed from the ancient world through the celtic and
germanic periods the authors finally appraise modern paganism and its apparent causes as well as addressing
feminist spirituality the heritage movement nature worship and deep ecology this innovative and comprehensive
history of european paganism will provide a stimulating reliable guide to this popular dimension of religious
culture for the academic and the general reader alike

Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe

1988

a study that establishes paganism as a persistent force in european history with a profound influence on modern
thinking

A History of Pagan Europe

2006-09

european paganism provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of ancient pagan religions throughout the
european continent before there where christians the peoples of europe were pagans were they bloodthirsty
savages hanging human offerings from trees were they happy ecologists valuing the unpolluted rivers and
mountains in european paganism ken dowden outlines and analyses the diverse aspects of pagan ritual and
culture from human sacrifice to pilgrimage lunar festivals and tree worship it includes a timelines chart to aid
with chronology many quotations from ancient and modern sources translated from the original language
where necessary to make them accessible a comprehensive bibliography and guide to further reading

European Paganism

2013-05-13

european paganism provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of ancient pagan religions throughout the
european continent before there where christians the peoples of europe were pagans were they bloodthirsty
savages hanging human offerings from trees were they happy ecologists valuing the unpolluted rivers and
mountains in european paganism ken dowden outlines and analyses the diverse aspects of pagan ritual and
culture from human sacrifice to pilgrimage lunar festivals and tree worship it includes a timelines chart to aid
with chronology many quotations from ancient and modern sources translated from the original language
where necessary to make them accessible a comprehensive bibliography and guide to further reading

European Paganism

2000

the resurgence of religiosity in post communist europe has been widely noted but the full spectrum of religious
practice in the diverse countries of central and eastern europe has been effectively hidden behind the region s
range of languages and cultures this volume presents an overview of one of the most notable developments in
the region the rise of pagan and native faith movements modern pagan and native faith movements in central and
eastern europe brings together scholars from across the region to present both systematic country overviews
of armenia bulgaria the czech republic hungary latvia lithuania poland romania russia slovenia and ukraine as
well as essays exploring specific themes such as racism and the internet the volume will be of interest to
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scholars of new religious movements especially those looking for a more comprehensive picture of
contemporary paganism beyond the english speaking world

Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe

2001-07-01

the story of how europe was converted to christianity from 300ad until the barbarian lithuanians finally
capitulated at the astonishingly late date of 1386 it is an epic tale from one of the most gifted historians of
today

Modern Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Central and Eastern Europe

2014-10-20

the conversion to christianity was a key cultural process that saw the transformation of europe from
classical to medieval world the growth of the church has been closely linked with the development of other
key institutions such as the state it has also been highlighted as a factor in changing attitudes to issues such
as the body time and landscapes while the study of conversion in the early medieval world has increasingly
become a focus for both historians and archaeologists there has been a lack of engagement with the
methodological and theoretical problems underpinning any attempt to explore the archaeology of belief this
book illustrated with case studies and examples drawn from a range of sources including the celtic west anglo
saxon england scandinavia and eastern europe tackles some of these important issues in particular it explores
two under theorised aspects of conversion the relationship between archaeology and belief and an attempt to
re centre the pagan as a key element in the conversion process

The Conversion of Europe

1997

reveals how christian mythology of the middle ages had more to do with paganism than the bible identifies pagan
deities that were incorporated into each of the saints shows how all the major holidays on the christian
calendar are modeled on long standing pagan traditions this extensive study of the christian mythology that
animated medieval europe shows that this mythology is primarily of pagan inspiration and that very little of it
comes from the bible the fact that christianity grafted itself onto earlier pagan worship was no mystery to
the church fathers philippe walter explains pagan elements were incorporated into the christian faith on the
advice of pope gregory the great who told saint augustine of canterbury that rather than tear down the
pagan temples in britain he should instead add the pagan rituals into the mix of christian practices thus
providing an easy transition to the new religion it was simply a matter of convincing the populace to slightly
redirect their focus to include jesus in this highly documented work walter shows which major calendar days of
the christian year are founded on pagan rituals and myths including the high holidays of easter and christmas a
time when many pagans prepared for the coming of spirits who would leave gifts for those who honored their
coming indeed the identities of saints and pagan figures were so intermingled that some saints were even
transformed into pagan incarnations mary magdalene for instance became one of the ladies of the lake of celtic
legend he also explores how the hagiographic accounts of the saints in the scriptures reveal the origin of these
symbolic figures to be the deities worshiped in pagan europe for centuries

Pagan and Christian

2011

reveals how christian mythology has more to do with long standing pagan traditions than the bible explains
how the church fathers knowingly incorporated pagan elements into the christian faith to ease the transition
to the new religion identifies pagan deities that were incorporated into each of the saints shows how all the
major holidays in the christian calendar are modeled on pagan rituals and myths including easter and christmas
in this extensive study of the christian mythology that animated europe in the middle ages author philippe
walter reveals how these stories and the holiday traditions connected with them are based on long standing
pagan rituals and myths and have very little connection to the bible the author explains how the church
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fathers knowingly incorporated pagan elements into the christian faith to ease the transition to the new
religion rather than tear down the pagan temples in britain pope gregory the great advised saint augustine of
canterbury to add the pagan rituals into the mix of christian practices and transform the pagan temples into
churches instead of religious conversion it was simply a matter of convincing the populace to include jesus in
their current religious practices providing extensive documentation walter shows which major calendar days
of the christian year are founded on pagan rituals and myths including the high holidays of easter and
christmas examining hagiographic accounts of the saints he reveals the origin of these symbolic figures in the
deities worshipped in pagan europe for centuries he also explores how the identities of saints and pagan figures
became so intermingled that some saints were transformed into pagan incarnations such as mary magdalene s
conversion into one of the celtic ladies of the lake in revealing the pagan roots of many christian figures
stories and rituals walter provides a new understanding of the evolution of religious belief

Christianity: The Origins of a Pagan Religion

2006-06-27

most people know of valhalla the world tree and the gods of norse mythology or the strange hunts and
voyages of the ancient lrish tales yet few people realise the significance of the similarities and contrasts
between the religions of the pre christian people of north western europe the celts and germans and
scandinavians had much in common in their religious practices and beliefs and this is the first serious attempt
that has been made to compare them there are striking resemblances in their ideas about battle goddesses and
protective spirits holy places sacrificial rituals divination and ideas about the other world and myths and
symbols in pagan europe poses questions like do such parallels go back to early times or are they owing to
late viking contact hilda ellis davidson has worked for many years on pre christian scandinavian and germanic
religion and now compares them with the celts from the background of previous studies using evidence from
archaeology iconography later literature and folklore in a search for basic patterns which will add to our
knowledge of the early peoples in europe aimed at teachers and libraries but also accessible to students of
history religion and celtic norse and german languages and cultures

Christian Mythology

2014-11-20

an investigation of the process by which large parts of europe accepted the christian faith between the fourth
and the fourteenth centuries and of some of the cultural consequences that flowed therefrom in a work of
splendid scholarship that reflects both a firm mastery of difficult sources and a keen intuition one of britain s
foremost medievalists tells the story of the christianization of europe it is a very large story for conversion
encompassed much more than religious belief with it came enormous cultural change latin literacy and books
roman notions of law and property and the concept of town life as well as new tastes in food drink and dress
whether from faith or by force from self interest or by revelation conversion had an immense impact that is with
us even today

Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe

1988-06-01

pre christian religions previously hidden from the english speaking world are brought to light in this
groundbreaking volume the resurgence of religiosity in post communist europe has been widely noted but the full
spectrum of religious practice in the diverse countries of central and eastern europe has been effectively hidden
behind the region s range of languages and cultures this volume presents an overview of one of the most
notable developments in the region the rise of pagan and native faith movements modern pagan and native faith
movements in central and eastern europe brings together scholars from across the region to present both
systematic country overviews of armenia bulgaria the czech republic hungary latvia lithuania poland romania
russia slovenia and ukraine as well as essays exploring specific themes such as racism and the internet the
volume will be of interest to scholars of new religious movements especially those looking for a more
comprehensive picture of contemporary paganism beyond the english speaking world
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The Barbarian Conversion

1999

pagan and native faith movements have sprung up across europe in recent decades yet little has been published
about them compared with their british and american counterparts though all such movements valorize human
relationships with nature and embrace polytheistic cosmologies practitioners beliefs practices goals and
agendas are diverse often side by side are groups trying to reconstruct ancient religions motivated by
ethnonationalism especially in post soviet societies and others attracted by imported traditions such as
wicca druidry goddess spirituality and core shamanism drawing on ethnographic cases contributors explore the
interplay of neo nationalistic and neo colonialist impulses in contemporary paganism showing how these
impulses play out intersect collide and transform

Modern Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Central and Eastern Europe

2013-03-31

this book first published in 1994 studies the rise of a pagan state in late medieval christendom against a
background of crises in europe

Contemporary Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Europe

2018-04-23

post materialist religion discusses the transformations of the individual s worldview in contemporary modern
societies and the role general societal value change plays in these in doing so mika lassander brings into
conversation sociological theories of secularisation and social psychological theories of interpersonal
relations the development of morality and the nature of basic human values the long term decline of
traditional religiosity in europe and the emerging ethos that can be described as post secular have brought
religion and values back into popular discussion one important theme in these discussions is about the links
between religion and values with the most common assumption being that religions are the source of individuals
values this book argues for the opposite view suggesting that religions or people s worldviews in general
reflect the individual s priorities mika lassander argues that the transformation of the individual s worldview
is a direct consequence of the social and economical changes in european societies since the second world war
he suggests that the decline of traditional religiosity is not an indication of linear secularisation or of
forgetting traditions but an indication of the loss of relevance of some aspects of the traditional
institutional religions furthermore he argues that this is not an indication of the loss of ethical value base
but rather a change in the value base and consequently the transformation of the legitimating framework of
this value base

Lithuania Ascending

2014-03-06

around three to five thousand years ago an ancient people began building stone sites and monuments on the
channel islands creating a landscape as rich in mythology as any archaeological site in greece or egypt this
work examines this landscape

Post-Materialist Religion

2014-08-28

the first comprehensive study of its kind this fully illustrated book establishes paganism as a persistent force
in european history with a profound influence on modern thinking from the serpent goddesses of ancient crete to
modern nature worship and the restoration of the indigenous religions of eastern europe this wide ranging book
offers a rewarding new perspective of european history in this definitive study prudence jones and nigel pennick
draw together the fragmented sources of europe s native religions and establish the coherence and continuity
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of the pagan world vision exploring paganism as it developed from the ancient world through the celtic and
germanic periods the authors finally appraise modern paganism and its apparent causes as well as addressing
feminist spirituality the heritage movement nature worship and deep ecology this innovative and comprehensive
history of european paganism will provide a stimulating reliable guide to this popular dimension of religious
culture for the academic and the general reader alike

Pagan Channel Islands

2007

the decline of christian beliefs and christian practice in modern europe has often been commented on and there have
been calls for a re evangelization of europe but how far has europe really been christian that is the fascinating
issue explored in this book in a historical survey of the graeco roman celtic and germanic backgrounds against
which the gospel was first preached anton wessels asks how christianity came to be related to pre christian
cultures were these swept away or just given a new significance which elements of them were abolished and
which christianized did christianity prevail only by incorporating much of what had previously existed these
questions are not just asked out of curiosity what has long fascinated the author is whether an insight into
the spread of christianity through europe can be of any help in presenting the gospel in today s secularized
world there is much talk of the cinculturation of the gospel in other cultures african asian and latin american
but europe can be no exception here and the inculturation of the gospel in european countries is something of
which europeans should be far more aware here is a wealth of fascinating information from the graeco roman
mystery religions through the arthurian legends to the german festivals and here is an area of exploration
which is likely to prove increasingly important

A History of Pagan Europe

2013-10-11

this ground breaking study offers a new paradigm for understanding the beliefs and religions of the goths
burgundians sueves franks and lombards as they converted from paganism to christianity between c 350 and c
700 ce combining history and theology with approaches drawn from the cognitive science of religion belief and
religion in barbarian europe uses both written and archaeological evidence to challenge many older ideas
beginning with a re examination of our knowledge about the deities and rituals of their original religions it goes
on to question the assumption that the germanic peoples were merely passive recipients of christian doctrine
arguing that so called arianism was first developed as an entry level christianity for the goths focusing on
individual ethnic groupings in turn it presents a fresh view of the relationship between religion and politics as
their rulers attempted to opt for catholicism in place of familiar debates about post conversion pagan
survivals contemporary texts and legislation are analysed to create an innovative cognitive perspective on
the ways in which the church endeavoured to bring the christian god into people s thoughts and actions the
work also includes a survey of a wide range of written and archaeological evidence contrasting traditional
conceptions of death afterlife and funerary ritual with christian doctrine and practice in these areas and
exploring some of the techniques developed by the church for assuaging popular anxieties about christian
burial and the christian afterlife

European Paganism

2013

an examination of the sacred botany and the pagan origins and rituals of christmas analyzes the symbolism of
the many plants associated with christmas reveals the shamanic rituals that are at the heart of the christmas
celebration the day on which many commemorate the birth of christ has its origins in pagan rituals that center
on tree worship agriculture magic and social exchange but christmas is no ordinary folk observance it is an
evolving feast that over the centuries has absorbed elements from cultures all over the world practices that
give plants and plant spirits pride of place in fact the symbolic use of plants at christmas effectively
transforms the modern day living room into a place of shamanic ritual christian r�tsch and claudia m�ller
ebeling show how the ancient meaning of the botanical elements of christmas provides a unique view of the
religion that existed in europe before the introduction of christianity the fir tree was originally revered as the
sacred world tree in northern europe when the church was unable to drive the tree cult out of people s
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consciousness it incorporated the fir tree by dedicating it to the christ child father christmas in his red and
white suit who flies through the sky in a sleigh drawn by reindeer has his mythological roots in the shamanic
reindeer herding tribes of arctic europe and siberia these northern shamans used the hallucinogenic fly agaric
mushroom which is red and white to make their soul flights to the other world apples which figure heavily in
christmas baking are symbols of the sun god apollo so they find a natural place at winter solstice
celebrations of the return of the sun in fact the authors contend that the emphasis of christmas on green
plants and the promise of the return of life in the dead of winter is just an adaptation of the pagan winter
solstice celebration

Europe, was it Ever Really Christian?

1994

topics include modern pagan witchcraft satanism and the continued existence of traditional witchcraft

Belief and Religion in Barbarian Europe c. 350-700

2013-11-28

the witch cult in western europe is a 1921 anthropological book by margaret murray on the witch cult
hypothesis a now largely discredited discredited theory that the witch trials of the early modern period were
an attempt to suppress a pre christian pagan religion that had survived the christianisation of europe
according to its proponents this witch cult revolved around the worship of a horned god of fertility whom
the christian persecutors referred to as the devil and whose members participated in nocturnal rites at the
witches sabbath in which they venerated this deity thank you very much for looking at a book by one eye
publishing we hope you enjoy it we are always adding to our catalogue so please check back or find us online
happy reading

The Last Days of Greco-Roman Paganism

1978

a practical guide to the magical history customs and practices of pre christian northern europe details the
everyday magic of the northern tradition including household magic protection spells and the significance of the
days of the week explores direct natural magic such as shapeshifting and soul travel and talismanic or sigil
magic including runes and rituals to unlock the power of crafted objects explains how many of these customs
continue to the present day in the pre christian societies of northern europe magic was embedded in the practical
skills of everyday life everything in nature was ensouled with an inner spirit as was anything made by hand
people believed in magic because it worked and because it was part of the functionality of their day to day
lives many of these practical observances and customs continue to the present day as rural traditions folk
customs household magic and celebrations of the high and holy days of the calendar exploring the magical
pagan traditions of the people now called celtic germanic scandinavian slavonic and baltic nigel pennick
examines the underlying principle of the northern tradition the concept of wyrd and how it empowers the arts of
operative magic such as direct natural magic and talismanic or sigil magic through direct natural magic
individuals can shape shift journey out of the body or send one of their three souls fylgia or fetch ahead of
them sigil magic involves the powers contained in objects which can be channeled after the appropriate ritual
runes are the most powerful sigils in the northern tradition and were used to ward off illness danger hostile
magic and malevolent spirits emphasizing the importance of the cycles of nature to the tradition pennick
explores the eightfold sun dials and the four ways the solar year is defined he looks at the days of the week
and their symbolic association with different deities as well as why particular acts are performed on certain
days and what the customary lucky and unlucky days are he also examines sacred spaces household magic
protection spells and the role of music in the northern tradition explaining all the traditional holidays and
activities necessary to honor them pennick shows how anyone can participate authentically in the magic of the
northern tradition if they take care to do things properly with respect and on the right day
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Post-materialist Religion

2014

the author illustrates how pagan beliefs have been represented and misinterpreted by the christian tradition and
throws light on the nature of pre christian beliefs and how they have been preserved

Pagan Christmas

2006-10-24

a controversial examination of the influence and presence of the norse god odin in contemporary history and
culture documents odin s role in the rise of nazi germany the 1960s counterculture revolution nationalist and
ecological political movements and the occult revival examines the spiritual influence of odin in relation to
jesus christ profiles key individuals instrumental in the rise of the modern pagan renaissance exploring the
influence of the norse god odin in the modern world richard rudgley reveals odin s central role in the pagan
revival and how this has fueled a wide range of cultural movements and phenomena including nazi germany the
1960s counterculture revolution the lord of the rings the ecology movement and the occult underground
rudgley argues that it is odin and not jesus christ who is the single most important spiritual influence in modern
western civilization he analyzes the odin archetype first revealed by carl jung s famous essay on wotan in the
context of pagan religious history and explains the ancient idea of the a cosmic field of energies that
encompasses time space and the hidden potentials of humanity the pagan equivalent to the tao of eastern
tradition the author examines the importance of the concept of wyrd which corresponds to fate or destiny
exploring techniques to read destiny such as the runes as well as the existence of yoga in prehistoric and pagan
europe which later produced the norse utiseta an ancient system of meditation rudgley documents how the odin
archetype came into play in nazi germany with the rise of hitler and the pagan counterculture of the 1960s he
examines how the concept of subterranean and mythic realms such as the hollow earth thule and agartha and
mysterious energies like vril were manifested in both occult and profane ways and investigates key occult
figures like madame blavatsky guido von list and karl wiligut he provides pagan analyses of tolkien and the
lord of the rings and documents the impact the odin archetype has had on nationalist and fascist groups in
america and europe examining pagan groups in europe and america that use the norse template rudgley reveals
true paganism as holistic and intimately connected with the forces at work in the life of the planet showing
how this green paganism can be beneficial for dealing with the adverse consequences of globalization and the
ongoing ecological crisis he explains how when repressed the odin archetype is responsible for regressive
tendencies and even mass psychosis a reflection of the unprecedented chaos of ragnarok but if embraced the odin
archetype makes it possible for like minded traditions to work together in the service of life

Witchcraft and Magic in Europe, Volume 6

1999-10-14

a collection of essays by the art historian aby warburg these essays look beyond iconography to more
psychological aspects of artistic creation the conditions under which art was practised its social and
cultural contexts and its conceivable historical meaning

The Witch-Cult in Western Europe

2018-04-25

swa wiccan taeca as the witches teach so explained the old english translator it was witches who counseled
people to bring their offerings to earth fast stone and also to trees and to wellsprings his contextualizing
commentary on a frankish penitential reveals the witches intimate association with animist earth based
ceremonies contradicting the now engrained idea that they were wicked in a compelling exploration of language
archaeology early medieval literature and art max dashu pulls the covers off ethnic lore known to few except
scholarly specialists she shows that the old ethnic names for witch signify wisewoman prophetess diviner
healer shapeshifter and dreamer she fleshes out the spiritual culture of the norse v�lur staff women with their
oracular ceremonies incantations and sitting out on the land for wisdom she examines archaeological finds of
women s ritual staffs many of which symbolize the distaff a spinning tool that connects with broader european
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themes of goddesses fates witches and female power ecclesiastical records show that these aspects of
european women s spiritual culture survived state conversions to christianity witches and pagans plunges
into the megalithic taproot of the elder kindreds and the ancestral old woman known as the cailleach it draws
on priestly frankish and german sources to trace the foundational witch legend of the women who go by night
with the goddess and her links to women s spinning sacraments in the orature of holle fraw percht and
swanfooted berthe the book also looks at the sexual politics of early witch burnings and the female ordeal of
treading red hot iron anglo saxon mystery singers shed light on ancestor veneration in early medieval europe
the webs of wyrd weavers ceremonies herb chanters crystal balls and the v�lusp� this book uncovers the
authentic ethnic roots of witchcraft putting the common woman at the center results in a very different view
of european history than the one we have been taught sagas ecclesiastical canons laws chronicles charms
manuscripts and sculpture show the spiritual leadership of women and the goddesses fates and ancestors they
revered these strands can help to reweave the ripped webs of women s culture

Pagan Magic of the Northern Tradition

2015-05-21

a beautifully evocative account of one man s odyssey to discover authentic and unbroken magical traditions
in the east and reawaken them in the west details the author s encounters with the naga babas his initiation
into their tradition and his experience at the kumbh mela the largest spiritual gathering on earth shares the
similarities he discovered between the teachings of the indian tradition and the western traditions of magic
alchemy and pagan pantheons introduces a wide cast of characters including goa gil the world renowned guru
of the goa techno trance scene and mahant amar bharti ji a raised arm baba who for more than 40 years has
held up one arm in devotion to shiva beautifully detailing his spiritual pilgrimage from west to east and back
again in the age of strife known as the kali yuga aki cederberg shares the authentic and unbroken magical
traditions he experienced in india and nepal and how his search for a spiritual homeland ultimately led him back
to his native europe cederberg explains how his odyssey began as a search for spiritual roots something missing
in the spiritually disconnected life of the western world where the indigenous traditions were long ago severed
by the spread of christianity traveling to india he encounters the ancient esoteric order of mystic wild naked
holy men known as the naga babas the living source of the hindu traditions of magic and yoga immersing himself in
the teachings of the tradition he receives an initiation and partakes in the kumbh mela the largest spiritual
gathering on earth with his evocative descriptions cederberg shows how traveling in india can be an
overwhelming even psychedelic experience everything in this ancient land is multiplied and manifold people and
things sights and sounds joy and suffering yet beyond the apparent confusion and chaos a strange subtle order
begins to reveal itself he starts to glimpse resemblances and analogies between the teachings of the indian
tradition and the western traditions of magic alchemy and pagan pantheons he meets a wide cast of characters
from mystical hucksters in rishikesh and the veritable army of naked chillum smoking mystics of maya devi to
goa gil the world renowned guru of the goa techno trance scene and mahant amar bharti ji an urdhvabahu or
raised arm baba who for more than 40 years has held up one arm in devotion to shiva after extensive traveling
and immersing himself in the extraordinary world of india cederberg returns to his native soil of europe traveling
to holy places where old pagan divinities still linger in the shadows of the modern world he dreams of
forgotten gods and contemplates how they might be awakened yet again reconnecting the west with its own pre
christian spiritual traditions sacred landscapes and soul

The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe

1993

the witch cult in western europe was the first book in which margaret murray developed her controversial
literal interpretation of the witch trial evidence this work is of importance because it is a source book of the
witch trials with extensive quotes from the original documents presented in the original elizabethan english
french and german the main body of this work aims to show that the consistent narrative of the cult is evidence
of a wide spread underground pagan religion existing in europe up through the renaissance

The Return of Odin

2018-03-13
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during the middle ages a shared european concept of magic emerged in the early period pagan beliefs and practices
were absorbed into everyday culture including the rituals of the church the rise of the practice of white magic
in the twelfth century became so popular that it caused a widespread determination in the church to condemn
any unsanctioned beliefs or practices the church and state both centralized powers in a decentralized europe
gradually sharpened their attitude toward magic in general and sorcery and witchcraft in particular paving
the way for the violent outbreaks of witch persecutions in early modern europe witchcraft and magic in europe
combines the traditional approaches of political legal and social historians with a critical synthesis of
cultural anthropology historical psychology and gender studies the series complete in six volumes provides a
modern scholarly survey of the supernatural beliefs of europeans from ancient times to the present day each
volume of this ambitious six volume series contains the work of distinguished scholars chosen for their
expertise in a particular era or region

The Renewal of Pagan Antiquity

1999

praise for the series an exceptional historical and social analysis of a subject of enduring interest library
journal although intended mainly for scholars there is much to interest the common reader the new yorker a
modern scholarly survey of a wide variety of beliefs and practices from ancient times to the present theology
digest masterful a fine series that incorporates the best of modern scholarship there is something here for
almost everybody bibliotheque d humanisme et renaissance vol 2 ancient greece and rome wide ranging well
documented up to date witchcraft and magic in europe ancient greece and rome is deliberately designed as an
introduction for the general reader and it fulfills that function admirably peter green the new republic this
extensive and reliable handbook will be the general introduction to ancient magic for some time to come choice
selected as an outstanding academic book vol 5 the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries reminds readers of the
extent to which science reason and skepticism failed to destroy the realm of arcane arts and nightmares
available covering modern pagan beliefs and practices runa

Witches and Pagans

2016

an engaging account of the world of the vikings and their gods

Journeys in the Kali Yuga

2017-12-12

known by many names and with a wide array of characteristics odin is a god who many people believe is just as
active in the world today as he was a thousand years ago and more a god of poetry he inspires us to create a
god of magic he teaches us to find our own power a god of wisdom he challenges us to learn all we can in this
book you will find some of odin s stories and history as well as anecdotes of what it can be like to honor him
in the modern world

The Witch-Cult in Western Europe

2019-09-23

morgan daimler has gifted us with a well crafted and engaging introduction to the goddess freya truly a must
read for anyone interested in or already working with this powerful and intriguing goddess ceri norman author
of a beginner s guide to ogham divination and faerie stones the most popular of the norse goddesses is the vanic
deity freya found across the norse myths and into modern mass media yet often obscured by contradictory
tales and external moral coding freya is an alluring deity of magic and fertility a being so important in the
mythology that gods and giants fought over her yet she is never shown as a passive prize to be won only as a
forceful being with agency and will of her own who is this powerful goddess who has left such a profound
mark across not only norse culture but also wider western culture pagan portals freya is a basic
introduction to the norse goddess freya that covers her history mythology associations and modern
appearances and offers readers suggestions for how to begin connecting to freya in their own lives
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Witchcraft and Magic in Europe, Volume 3

2002-03-12

Witchcraft and Magic in Europe

2005

Myths of the Pagan North
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Pagan Portals - Odin
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Asatru

2015-05-01

Pagan Portals - Freya
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